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WELCOME

WE all want what 's best for the child. That is sometimes hard for 
coaches to understand. That is also sometimes hard for parents to 
understand. Much of the historical tension between coaches and 
parents can be avoided if we all agree on two golden rules: first, 
let?s give each other a break and not be over-reacting to the first 
unsubstantiated third-hand rumour that flows down the Thames. 
And secondly, let 's keep the lines of communication open, and not 
just when we encounter a problem. 

YOU are key to your child?s swimming. A parent?s attitude towards 
swimming, the programme, the coach and their child?s 
participation, is key towards the child?s attitude and success. More 
than often, a swimmer will take cues from their parents. If a parent 
shows by word, action or facial expression etc, that they don't value 
swimming, that they don?t appreciate having to drive to training 
sessions or sit on the balcony during competitions, that ?it doesn?t 
matter? if the child misses training, that early morning training 
sessions are ?optional? or that the child would be better off with 
additional sleep, then it is highly likely that the child will lack 
commitment, have limited success and subsequently lose interest 
in swimming. Support your child?s interest in swimming by being 
positively interested. 

ALLOW your child to be resilient. Failure, and facing that failure, 
doesn?t cause them to have a breakdown. Failure isn?t such a bad 
thing, and parents shouldn?t try to protect them from it. Allow your 
child to fail, and then teach them to learn from their experience in 
order to perform better next time. If parents are continually 
protecting their child, breaking their fall, making excuses or finding 
someone and something else to blame? the child learns nothing. 
Even worse, they fail to take responsibility both for their failures 
and for their successes. Allow them to stand on their own two feet, 
and you will be helping them immeasurably further on down the 
road. 

MOLEHILLS really are molehills. At times a coach may appear 
unsympathetic or even harsh because they won?t let a child stop for 
?emergencies?: for leaking goggles, for others passing them in the 
lane, for stitch, for stopping, stretching, or repeated toilet breaks 
etc. Many children think that the slightest obstacle is an 
overwhelming reason to stop. The coach is attempting to teach 
focus. Little ?issues? are to be overcome or ignored. And once a 
swimmer gets into the habit of overcoming these ?little issues?, they 
find that they aren?t so overwhelmingly problematic afterall. If we 
are continually stopping for ?emergencies?, we would never get 

anything done. If a child?s homework is continually interrupted for 
sharpening pencils, grabbing food from the fridge, taking a litt le 
break when their favourite song comes on the radio or playing on 
their phones and tablets, miraculously their homework doesn?t get 
completed. 

DON?T worry, be happy? We wouldn?t want a swimmer to be 
satisfied with their underperformance, and it?s okay for them to be 
upset about, disappointed with or even angry about having not 
achieved a desired outcome. Feeling miserable for a few minutes 
won?t hurt them, it won?t damage their self-esteem long term, and if 
they are thinking straight, it should motivate them to try harder and 
do better next time. We want to teach them standards of good and 
bad performance, so that when they really do well, they will feel 
appropriately pleased. If they are simply showered with praise, they 
will never know the difference. 

TEACH them to DREAM BIG in a world of infinite possibilit ies. If you 
try to mold your child?s dreams or teach them to settle for the 
ordinary, you may also be depriving them of the opportunity in 
achieving their full potential. Winning means failing many times 
along the way. Each failure hurts, but these temporary setbacks 
create the strength that leads to the final goal. Instead of having 
them avoid failure by never taking risks, teach them how to have a 
healthier mindset relating to failure: taking risks and temporary 
failure are necessary for improvement, development, motivation, 
feedback and long-term success.

WHAT is success? Only one swimmer will win the race. Often in the 
youngest age groups, the winner will almost certainly be a child 
who has physiologically developed earlier than their peers. 
Nevertheless, a child that appears to have the most talent or 
potential may not necessarily be the child that ultimately succeeds 
in the long term. It is expected that every parent wants their child to 
succeed, wants their child to have a positive, valuable, learning 
experience with swimming. Every child can succeed - but remember 
to define success correctly: be the very best you can possibly be 
and strive for improvement in every aspect of swimming. This will 
lead to lasting success and enjoyment. 

Welcome to 'THE SUPPORTER', a series of educational bulletins designed to offer suggestions on how to become a more informed 
swimming parent. Issue 1 has been written by Coach Michael Brooks and edited by Coach Lee Mallinson. You will be sent your copy of this 
survival guide periodically, which is essentially, The Thinking Parent 's Guide to Not Just Surviving Age Group Swimming - But Thriving In It! 
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DON?T reward success with bribery. ?Bribing? your child to perform 
well by promising money or gifts etc, for meeting various standards 
is highly discouraged. While bribery may work in the short term - 
the swimmer may indeed swim fast today - but the long term 
consequences are never good. You as parents have to continually 
up the ante, and then you must begin to ask yourself: why does my 
child want to swim fast? What is really motivating them? Is this 
really a healthy practice?

FUN . If ?fun? means mindless entertainment and sensory 
bombardment, then wasting hours playing computer games is 
clearly loads of fun, and swimming, by definition is ?not fun?. If ?fun? 
means working hard and challenging yourself, taking pride in 
accomplishing difficult goals, and discovering talents you didn?t 
know you had, then swimming is fun and computer games by 
definition is ?not fun?. The meaning of fun is very much open to 
interpretation, and one where parents and coaches have great 
influence. Are we building a nation of energised achievers or lifeless 
couch potatoes?

WORK. Persistence and work ethic are the most important qualities 
leading to success in swimming and everything else in life. And if a 
work ethic is not created and cultivated when a swimmer is young, 
it is very likely it 'll never appear. It is so rare as not to be an option, 
that a child who is lazy from ages seven to fourteen will suddenly 
change their habits and become a hard worker. Love for, and pride 
in hard work MUST be instilled early on, and again parents and 
coaches have much influence in creating this attitude.

NO ?touchline? parents. Children sometimes make mistakes at 
meets. If your child is disqualified (DQ) at a competition, don?t 
complain, don?t moan, and certainly don?t make excuses. Your 
child?s DQ is not a reflection of the quality of your parenting. The 
officials are not blind, they do not hold a grudge against your child, 
your family or your team, and they are not incompetent. In fact, 
they have a much better perspective on your child?s race than you 
do, and they are looking on the race dispassionately. You are sitting 
on the balcony, where you can?t see precisely, and more often than 
not, paying attention to everything except the exact angle of your 
child?s right foot as they kick in breaststroke. If a DQ is questionable, 
as sometimes is the case, the coach - and NOT the parent - will take 
the appropriate action. And even then, DQ?s are almost never 
overturned. Incidentally, DQ?s come as no surprise to the coach.

BURNOUT is over-rated. So many times parents and children will 
say, ?I don?t want to commit to swimming because I don?t want to 
get burned out?. But for every one case of ?burnout? caused by a 
swimmer spending too much time in the water and working too 
hard, will see a hundred cases of ?anticipated burnout?: so in order 
not to be burned out, the swimmer only comes to practice when 
they feel like it, doesn?t practice very smart, may be doesn?t turn up 
to competitions when entered or selected, and generally makes no 
commitment to the programme or to the sport. Not surprisingly, 
the swimmer swims slower than their peers, makes litt le to no 
improvement, and sees their formerly slower competitors swim 

faster than them. Then we wonder why they aren?t ?motivated? to 
swim. Sitting on the fence and remaining lukewarm on principle has 
nothing to offer. Discipline and commitment are good things, not 
things we should downplay, hide, apologise for, or (worst of all) 
stop demanding it because it may be unpopular. If you want to 
enjoy swimming even more, commit more of yourself, and enjoy 
the outcome!! Seldom do we become excited about an activity 
where we can?t see any progression.

HOME and pool life must be seamless. Traits of discipline, respect, 
high expectations, and commitment at home directly relate to a 
child?s characteristics at swimming sessions and competitions. This 
is yet another area where family support is crucial to the success of 
the swimmer. If home and pool life are polar opposites, there is a 
possibility that it 'll become a problem in the long term. If a family 
does not buy into the programme, chances are, they will be very 
unhappy there. 
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